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The Looming
Labor
Shortage

Despite record oil prices and
increasing demand for crude, the oil
and gas industry will be inhibited
in reaching its full potential for
value creation unless it can solve its
dilemmas regarding human capital and
resources. Closing the labor and skills
gaps represents one of the industry’s
major—if not the primary—factors
in sustaining growth and maximizing
profitability against a tide of rising
capital and operating costs.
Industry sources estimate that demand
for hydrocarbons will continue to
increase to approximately 100 million
barrels per day by 2015. If one uses
historical spending growth rates,
normalized for production growth,
to extrapolate future spending levels,
these demand projections imply
required annual finding and
development capital expenditures
in excess of $500 billion by 2015
(see Exhibit 1, page 4). Because finding
and development requires high-cost
labor throughout the value chain
under the industry’s current model for
deploying human capital, the sustained
trend of capital expansion will require
substantial increases in field operations
and engineering expertise.
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In fact, historical analysis of
international oil companies (IOCs)
indicates a direct correlation between
their finding and development capital
expenditure and the number of
full-time employees; from this data,
we can extrapolate that the industry
could ultimately require more than
4 million employees—500,000 more
than it currently has. Given that IOC
employment has been decreasing
steadily over the past several years,
if the expected “unconstrained”
demand for labor is considered against
this realistic labor decline, the labor
gap could eventually reach as high
as 1 million by 2015 (see Exhibit 2).
The critical questions emerging from
this analysis include where these
skilled employees will come from,
what the economic costs of inadequate
labor supply will be, and how—if at
all—the industry needs to change the
way expertise is leveraged.

In order to meet forecasted skill
requirements and reduce the gap
between supply and demand, the
industry is faced with two options:
1. Increase manpower through
effective supply-side strategies,
such as more-rigorous succession
planning, retention programs,
proactive planning against
upcoming vacant positions,
focused mentoring, and marketappropriate compensation.
2. Reduce the need for increased
staff by enabling fewer people
to do more work and better
leverage their expertise, ultimately
changing the ways people
are deployed to conduct their
analytical work. This would
entail a combination of increased
automation, process redesign,
and even increased outsourcing.

The application of digital oil field
technologies to enable productivity
can be a powerful mechanism to
address the demand-side pressures
of unique asset portfolios and
close the supply gap by accelerating
employee productivity.

Exhibit 1
Oil Consumption vs. Finding and
Development Capital Expenditures
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Defining
the Digital
Oil Field

Digital oil field is the umbrella term
for technology-centric solutions that
allow companies to leverage limited
resources. For instance, such
technology can help employees more
quickly and accurately analyze the
growing volumes of data generated
by increasingly sophisticated
engineering technologies, such as
down-hole multiphase sensors,
measurement-while-drilling (MWD)
applications, multilateral completions,
and down-hole separation.
Generally, the digital oil field
encompasses both the tools and
the processes surrounding data and
information management across
the entire suite of upstream activities.
More specifically, digital oil field
technologies allow companies to
capture more data, with greater
frequency, from all parts of the oil
and gas value chain and analyze
it in real or near-real time, thus
optimizing reservoir, well, and facility
performance. These engineering-based
and information-based technologies
can have a profound positive or

negative impact on human capital
efficiency depending on how they
are introduced and embedded
into the organization. A sample set
of technologies that are receiving
universal industry acceptance
includes the following:
•

•

•

Remote Real-Time Facility
Monitoring and Control
The off-site control of facility
process systems through the
networking of SCADA (systems
control and data analysis) and
its transfer to onshore control
rooms, enabling field data
capture, set point control,
and valve/pump manipulation.
	Real-Time Drilling
The collection and integration
of real-time drilling data such as
RPM, circulation solids, downhole pressures captured through
MWD, and remotely steerable
down-hole tools.
Real-Time Production Surveillance
The utilization of advanced alarm
systems to trigger analysis of
important production integrity

Exhibit 2
Employment Forecast
Comparison
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•

•

•

•

trends to help optimize and
maintain installed capacity levels.
Intelligent Wells
Surface-controlled, down-hole
equipment, enabled by fiber-optic
sensors, allows for continuous
monitoring of conditions
and response.
4-D Visualization and Modeling
Successive 3-D seismic surveys
track fluid movements,
allowing for additional insight
into production enhancement
and redirecting enhanced
recovery mechanisms.
Remote Communications
Technology
Off-site facilities with real-time
visual, voice, and data
communication with the field
allow more rapid, analytical
responses by a mix of off-site
and on-site staff.
Integrated Asset Models
Applications that model
complete production system
performance from the producing

horizon, through the well-bore,
through the production facility,
and onto the export/sales point
across disparate data sources
and multisite work teams.
Workflow and Knowledge
Management Systems
Robust historical data and
document-management solutions
that allow assets and functions
to quickly execute workflows and
routines by calling up complete
historical analyses quickly and
accurately.
Production Volume
Management Systems
Standardized production data
and production allocations,
allowing more efficient real-time
production decisions that result
in reduced deferment and
improved operational integrity.

•

•

implementation; from a human
capital perspective, digital oil field
technologies can allow companies
to operate with significantly fewer
resources and scale the existing
resources more effectively by
capturing and displaying relevant
conditions more quickly and to
a wider collaborative environment.
For instance, one oil and gas company
has quantified its productivity-based
gain from introducing select digital
oil field technologies at US$20 million
annually. It identified opportunities
for direct deferment; by automating
data updates and reports across
a standardized master production
data-store, the company removed
the responsibility for routine data
collection and analysis requirements
from its scarce engineering talent
(see Exhibit 3).

Some industry analysis suggests
improved net present value of
up to approximately 25 percent
from digital oil field–related

Exhibit 3
Labor-Related Savings from
Digital Oil Field Technology
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Source: Booz & Company
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In other cases, the human capital
benefits are less quantifiable but
equally compelling. The benefit of
digital oil field technologies is evident
across the entire organization—
from on-site at the field level, where
new technologies can increase safety
and reduce workload, to the
management and executive levels,
where staff benefit from increased
transparency of information and
direct daily production to the most
advantageous markets.
The digital oil field can even ease
the competition for human resources
between national oil companies
(NOCs), IOCs, and oil field suppliers
(OFSs). There are several drivers
of such competition: For instance,
whereas IOCs had traditionally
played the role of resource extractor
and NOCs were resource holders,
that dynamic is shifting; with NOCs
better capitalized and attempting
more challenging development,
more skilled people are required.
In another example, OFS companies
had developed their capabilities
around engineering and research
during the 1980s and 1990s, when
IOCs were undergoing significant
cost reductions. As IOCs enjoy the
recent boom, however, they are
trying to rebuild those capabilities
internally, and need the people to
do so. By pooling limited resources
in technologically sophisticated
environments like that of the
digital oil field, each of the players
can leverage its strengths and
cut down on the number of people
needed overall.

Building
a New
Operating
Model
Enabled by
the Digital
Oil Field

Digital oil field technologies such as
fiber-optic pressure and temperature
gauges allow for sustained down-hole
profiling, which offers managers more
robust information and thus more
comprehensive asset awareness.
As information flow is directed from
the field to the most relevant party
off-site, this complete sense of asset
awareness translates directly into
asset optimization, as managers
can make more informed portfolio
decisions in terms of resource and
capital allocation. This portfolio
perspective allows the best deployment
of available staff and therefore has
a positive impact on the industry’s
most pressing issues, offering benefits
such as a reduction in production
deferment due to unplanned shutdowns,
higher uptime across the production
system, and a reduction in health,
safety, and environmental incidents.
By enhancing collaboration across
facilities, geographic locations,
and functions, global majors have
strengthened lines of communication
and interrelationships between the
field and office and redefined the field
operating model. New collaboration
technologies—such as high-density
video; reliable video, audio, and data
transmission through fiber optics;
and multidimensional presentation
technologies (e.g., video cube walls)—
have transformed companies’ ability

Booz & Company
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to stay globally connected 24/7 and
have aligned onshore support centers,
offshore facilities and operations,
vendors, partners, and non-field
professionals into a collective
operating unit. These collaborative
environments are increasingly
equipped with smarter surveillance
and diagnostic tools to pinpoint
relevant conditions by passing
real-time data through advanced
multivariable models that can be
scaled across multiple assets and
facilities. For instance, one supermajor
has deployed a new operating model
that ties together remote monitoring;
real-time surveillance; and reservoir,
well, and facility optimization, field
planning; and work activity execution
into an integrated production
management center (see Exhibit 4).
Although early in its deployment,
the operating model’s business
objectives are to pay for itself and
create the productivity equivalent
of 19 additional engineers. To do so,
it would need to reduce production
deferment by a mere 0.04 percent.

The key advantages of the integrated
operating model are access to
distributed expertise from remote
locations and reduced decision time
despite geographical boundaries.
Other benefits include the ability to
leverage lessons learned on previous
projects, as knowledge management
systems become more robust and
historical well and facility
performance profiles are generated
over longer periods. Access to this
information enables companies to
identify the right personnel to engage
for faster problem resolution.
Holistically, document management
databases can serve as a clearinghouse
for issue status information that may
affect operations and a conduit for
on-demand operations optimization.
This results in more comprehensive
and faster operating pictures, with
well histories, engineering network
experiences, and past solutions being
at an individual’s fingertips, rather
than sitting in a desktop drive or being
part of the institutional memory lost
when someone departs the company.

Exhibit 4
Production and Operational
Surveillance Operating Model
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Surveillance
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Optimization Jobs
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Continuous
Operational
Monitoring

Define
Operating
Parameters

Interpret Geological
Geophysical, and
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Pipeline Control
Source: Booz & Company
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Continuous monitoring or advanced
surveillance activities stored in
integrated knowledge repositories
(e.g., databases, wikis, or analysis
applications) that catalog asset
and equipment history, well-test
histories, decline curves, and previous
optimization decision routines allow
managers to maximize field value
through advanced system-wide
modeling and simulation analysis.
However, none of this can happen
without high-quality data in a
consistent format. Performance
dashboards and enhanced reporting
capabilities permit transparency
and cross-organizational knowledge
transfer from the field to the
management and executive layers.
Collecting performance statistics
through a centralized, accessible
data warehouse can enable dynamic
reporting of performance to partners,
regulatory bodies, and executive
management (see Exhibit 5).
For instance, static reports produced
for one offshore asset at a global

supermajor include alarm trends,
well performance, topside
performance, downtime, equipment
availability, and bad actor reporting.
Executives can parlay this type of
asset transparency to manage
performance across a wider portfolio
of assets: Using integrated asset
models that predict how changing
one part of the system will affect the
overall portfolio, executives can
more effectively allocate resources and
make decisions that maximize value.
The overarching benefit of an
operating model that makes the
best possible use of digital oil field
technologies is clear. It solves the
information dilemma by knowing
what field data to capture and how
to interpret that data, resulting in
field optimization, improved safety,
cost reduction, and production
enhancement. Better yet, it does so
while enabling automated operations,
carried out without any compromise
of health, safety, environmental
standards, or asset-realization results.

Exhibit 5
Dynamic Real-Time
Reporting Model
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Source: Booz & Company
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Challenges
in Adopting
New Digital
Oil Field
Enabled
Operating
Models

When digital oil field technologies
achieve less than their envisioned
potential, it is most often because
the technologies outstrip the
organization’s ability to absorb them.
Upstream companies face a dual
challenge: first, integrating a relevant
technology into existing oil field and
IT infrastructures, and then working
through the ripple effects of the
new technology on the organizational
infrastructure.
In designing technology-intensive
value chains for the digital oil field,
companies must consider common
business challenges and elements
of organizational complexity,
from conditions to process to
implementation (see Exhibit 6).
Implementing the digital oil field
will have a definite impact on the
organization at the field, management,
and executive levels. Explicit and tacit
role definitions, skill sets required
for successful fulfillment of particular
staff positions, and organizational
enablers such as decision rights will
all change, and this organizational
change must be effectively managed.
Field level: The key issue
in implementing the digital oil field
at this level of the organization is
a limited degree of acceptance from
operating personnel. The major
hurdles to adopting the technology
include:
• Lack of willingness to accept
significant organizational change
and adjust work practices
• Technology that is not “fit for
purpose” and does not meet
the local work requirements
• Staff that is not involved
in establishing functional and
systems requirements nor in
vendor selection
• Not allowing staff time away
from their normal activities to
work on technology

•
•

implementations (potentially
solved through contractors)
Lack of dedicated internal
champions
Inadequate training to prepare
and support them in using the
new tools effectively

Management level: The key issue
here is that siloed work environments
must be broken down to allow for
communication and interchanging
roles across disparate operating
groups. The hurdles are:
• Ineffective resource allocation
across projects and other initiatives
• Lack of role definition and
alignment of decision rights
as off-site, on-site, and service
company employees are integrated
into a new interlocking model
• Embedded skill sets that don’t
grow in tandem with the adoption
of digital oil field tools and
applications, with more time
spent analyzing larger portfolios
of reservoirs
• Gain-sharing agreements not
established with service providers
Executive level: Finally, at the
executive level, we see three issues:
a lack of top-down encouragement,
a failure to make a compelling case
for technology adoption, and an
unfavorable environment to risk
taking. The challenges to technology
adoption include:
• Not having the resources,
both capital and staff, to
support the transition
• Implementation that is not
coordinated across far-flung
global enterprises
• Strategic value proposition that
is ineffectively communicated
in terms of total system value,
resulting in limited buy-in
• Short-term operating targets
that are not adjusted

Booz & Company
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Exhibit 6
Reconciling Technology
and Organization

Adoption success requires managing across three elements of complexity
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Keys to
Successful
Implementation of New
Operating
Models

Proving the maxim that technology
cannot be a solution in and of itself
but only an enabler of enhanced
performance, two major
organizational levers predict digital oil
field success: capability development
and organizational alignment.
Capability development: Building
an organization’s capabilities by
harnessing and disseminating
knowledge effectively is a critical
requirement for digital oil field
success. Previous reductions of oil
field head counts and more recent
retirement-based reductions open up
the possibility that tacit knowledge,
experiences, relationships, and
solutions will be lost, as low-value
tasks are automated and real-time
data is gathered and transmitted.
Despite recent investment in
knowledge management systems,
today’s modern oil and gas companies
continue to struggle to find effective
ways to transfer their inherent
knowledge capital between teams,
between generations of employees,

between subject matter experts,
and across functional and reporting
layers. Developing a knowledgesharing mind-set entails a significant
commitment to training people and
developing a distributed learning
infrastructure in which lessons learned
and previous engineering work are
documented, accessible, and quickly
distributed to deliver maximum value.
Employees at every level of the
organization need to be taught and
motivated to recognize opportunities
to institutionalize knowledge and
learning. As such, field, divisional, and
personal performance contracts must
be adjusted to align organizations with
this inevitable operating condition.
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In the operating environment enabled
by the digital oil field, staff must
have the skills to interpret complex
data models, as well as the ability to
manage a more dynamic work
environment in which production
parameters are altered daily instead
of weekly or monthly to leverage
the value of more accurate and
comprehensive real-time data.
Developing training simulations
that model real-world operating
scenarios represents a powerful
medium to ensure adequate operatinglevel employee skills. As part of this
learning process, digital oil field
environments can be simulated so
that newly aligned staff must operate
under a set of new procedures and

business rules and respond to
designed scenarios. Such scenariobased simulations allow the
organization to test alternatives and
highlight issues of staff proficiency
and organizational inefficiency.
At the management level, skill and
capability gaps can be closed more
quickly by leveraging knowledge
across previously autonomous
operating units. Accordingly,
scarce resources and expertise can
be most effectively deployed through
collaboration centers that allow
for fluid skill and document transfer
across disparate functions and assets
utilizing automated workflows.
Locally based collaboration centers

Exhibit 7
Program Management
Center of Excellence

Major Elements of the Program Management Centers of Excellence Operating Model
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Implementation Management
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Graphical presentation
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Progress Reporting
Weekly program meeting
Monthly board meeting

Source: Booz & Company
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such as drilling, remote monitoring,
system surveillance, and production
optimization in conjunction with
global “centers of excellence” (COEs)
provide deep yet scaled knowledgebased organizational levers that
aggregate and standardize processes
and skills at the appropriate levels
in the organization while better
concentrating and deploying
scarce subject-matter expertise.
By generating both local and
enterprise-wide knowledge, these
centers concentrate knowledge,
ensure consistent transfer of skills,
monitor functional delivery, and
ensure continuous communication
with asset, operational, and
functional stakeholder groups.

The focus of these COEs can be on
any of the elements of a new capability,
operating model, or major technology
being implemented: For instance,
one oil and gas company’s production
management center implementation
has combined processes for the
documentation of asset requirements,
risk assessment, best practices, and
existing protocols with program
management office functions to plan for
and implement technology solutions
(see Exhibit 7). These COEs help
reduce digital oil field–related adoption
risk by stewarding and testing new
technologies, building training programs
that accelerate organizational adoption,
and leveraging project management
knowledge to ensure budgets and
schedules are met.

Exhibit 8
Examples of Digital Oil Field
Operating Model KPIs

Type (outcome,
output, activity)

Data Source

a. 	Number of engineers
using services
(workflow
completed)
b. 	Number of times
services executed

a. Activity
b. Output

Objective 2:
Conduct surveillance
services to reduce
decision cycle time
for engineers

a. 	Percent of services
completed within
schedule

Objective 3:
Extend scope and
coverage of high-priority
surveillance activities

a. Percent of ad hoc
requests for
surveillance services

Objectives

Measure

Objective 1:
Off-load engineers to
facilitate identification of
high-value optimization
opportunities

Stakeholder (to whom
is it reported out?)

Frequency
of Reporting

Data Owner
(who owns this data?)

a. SharePoint workflow
b. SharePoint workflow

– Surveillance Managers/Production
Surveillance Manager
– PLT

– Monthly
– Quarterly

– IT/Surveillance
Systems Technician

a. Outcome

a. SharePoint workflow

– Surveillance Managers/Production
Surveillance Manager
– PLT

– Monthly
– Quarterly

– IT/Surveillance
Systems Technician

a. Activity

a. SharePoint workflow

– Surveillance Managers/Production
Surveillance Manager
– PLT

– Monthly
– Quarterly

– IT/Surveillance
Systems Technician

Source: Booz & Company
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Aligning the Organization
The ability of a company, a business
unit, or a team to execute a strategy
is not something that can be
mandated by fiat. It is inherent in the
organization’s DNA and expressed in
the hundreds of decisions and actions
that collectively constitute and define
performance. Would-be digital oil
field operators can, however, attempt
to align the building blocks of
a company’s DNA—decision rights,
information flows, organizational
structure, and motivators—to better
capture the digital oil field’s benefits.
In order to realize the full potential
of digital oil field technologies,
organizations must be aligned and
interrelationships established—
for instance, between engineering
functions, assets, and functional
reporting relationships through an
integrated set of key performance

indicators (KPIs) (see Exhibit 8).
A significant part of organizational
alignment will involve creating new
roles, redesigning existing processes,
and aligning performance measures
to support and execute collaborative
working conditions.
In addition to aligned operating model
KPIs, the process of creating new roles
must begin with a robust analysis
of labor supply and demand dynamics,
in which present and future capability
gaps are clearly understood. The
supply analysis provides insight into
potential areas of concern, such as
high turnover, recruitment constraints,
and the impact of retirement eligibility
on the company’s ability to effectively
utilize technology solutions. The
demand analysis provides a baseline
understanding of how work is
distributed across the organization

Exhibit 9
Two-Year Handoff Plans
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5

Source: Booz & Company
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and how the current levels of staffing
and competencies are used to perform
work. It also yields an understanding
of anticipated changes in the nature,
type, and quantity of the work,
including changes resulting from the
new business process flows and
technology introductions.
Formal capability development
associated with integrating new
digital oil field–related skills should
be an integral part of today’s oil
company staffing models and must
inherently consider the degree
of changing work task complexity,
technology adoption, and skill transfer
timing requirements. Exhibit 9 shows
a high-level two-year handoff plan
associated with transferring lowercomplexity tasks from surveillance
engineers to surveillance technicians
within a newly established
production operating center.

The complexity associated with
various tasks should similarly guide
resource allocation models and hiring
plans to determine the adequate
number and type of staff needed
for digital oil field enabled
environments. Analysis of the time
associated with completing tasks of
varying complexity can be used to
derive staffing estimates, both as
production is starting up and once
it enters a steady state (see Exhibit
10). The staffing model similarly
represents a key complement to the
labor supply and demand analysis
discussed previously.

Exhibit 10
Estimated Issue Processing Times
Used to Determine Staffing Model

Start-up 2007

Steady State 2009

August 2007

Issue Complexity
(Time in Minutes)
Low

Moderate

High

Seasoned

20

45

60

Some Experience

30

75

New Hire

60

120

February 2008

Issue Complexity
(Time in Minutes)

August 2008

Low

Moderate

High

Seasoned

15

40

60

120

Some Experience

15

40

180

New Hire

15

40

Experience

Issue Complexity
(Time in Minutes)
Low

Moderate

High

Seasoned

15

40

60

60

Some Experience

25

60

100

90

New Hire

60

120

180

Experience

Experience

February 2009

Issue Complexity
(Time in Minutes)
Low

Moderate

High

Seasoned

15

40

60

Some Experience

15

40

60

New Hire

15

40

90

Experience

Source: Booz & Company
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CONCLUSIONS

Digital oil field technology
applications, such as real-time
drilling centers and collaborative
decision environments, align multiple,
previously disparate activity sets
into a collective operating unit that
must function cohesively. For these
multifunctional teams, composed
of off-site staff and non-field
professionals, to operate effectively
and in close partnership, managers
must leverage certain organizational
enablers to establish collaborative
working relationships. These
organizational enablers entail clearly
defining decision rights and
reestablishing accountabilities across
functions that have previously
operated in silos.

This digital oil field–enabled model
will more efficiently deploy human
capital and reduce the supply/demand
dislocation the industry faces. It’s not
a quick fix: Implementing such a
new model requires a combination
of process change, organizational
change management, and technology
application efforts. But without these
advances, oil and gas companies
will find themselves caught between
the conflicting pressures of a shrinking
labor force and a growing demand
for oil.

The digital oil field can help launch
a fundamentally more effective
organizational model—leveraging
technical and cross-functional
expertise, as well as better vertical
and horizontal decision making.
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